into modern times, the refusal to permit people in the rst four categories to possess full membership in the civic community remained relatively uncontroversial. Indeed, although the abolition of forms of legal unfreedom and the extension of gender equality have erased most of Aristotle's group exclusions, liberal-democracies today still do not generally confer a complete range of political rights on minors and resident aliens.
By contrast, the civil status of "mechanics" remained a disputed topic from ancient Greece onwards. As Aristotle fully realized (and bemoaned), Greek democracies such as Athens admitted freeborn adult males to citizenship regardless of property quali cations or occupation: farmers, artisans, traders, and skilled craftsmen were indeed the backbone of the democratic poleis in war and peace. Republican Rome likewise eventually accorded basic civic identity to freemen without reference to economic position, although the social distinction between patrician and plebian lingered powerfully. And throughout later European history, the claims of legally free but civilly excluded men to a share of political standing were asserted (albeit often unsuccessfully) time and again. Aristotle and other philosophers such as Plato, who insisted that citizenship properly understood was incompatible with physical labor, thus advocated a position that by no means enjoyed universal approval either in their own day or thereafter.
Yet Aristotle's political philosophy exercised widespread and profound in uence in later times, particularly during the Latin Middle Ages, when The Philosopher enjoyed an almost peerless status among European theorists. Of course, the traditional view among historians of political thought that the translation and transmission of Aristotle's moral and political writings in the mid-thirteenth century caused an "intellectual revolution" has now been generally discredited.
3 Still, Aristotelian texts were among the prime source materials for political re ection among the learned elites of the medieval West, and their authority contributed crucially to the support for the philosophical teachings in university classrooms and scholastic texts. Hence, if ever Aristotle's views about the quali cations for citizenship might enjoy an enthusiastic audience prepared to embrace them wholeheartedly, late medieval scholasticism would seem to provide ideally fertile ground.
